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This is quick start guide for Smart Attachments for Jira Cloud.
If you use Smart Attachments for Jira Server or Data Center,
please see this documentation.

About
The Smart Attachments app for Jira Cloud lets you tag documents with
labels and use them for better file searchability in Jira issues. Now you
can instantly find the required document in a blink of an eye.
Take advantage of the following capabilities:
Tagging attachments with labels
Removing labels from attachments
Filtering attachments by label
Grouping attachments by label
Grouping attachments by date
Grouping attachments by uploader
Managing bulk operations on attachments
Administering labels
Editing the label name
Picking a new color for labels
Deleting a label
Configuring the validator
Searching for issues having attachments with a specific label

Managing Labels of Attachments
The Smart Attachments for Jira Cloud app allows you to manage labels for attachments within issues, as follows:
tag attachments with labels
remove labels from attachments
filter attachments by label
group attachments by label

Tagging attachments with labels
1. Open the issue with attachments you want to tag with labels.

2. On the issue sidebar, click Open Smart Attachments.

3. Hover over the attachment and click the
icon.
4. Start entering the label and select from the prompted matches.

5. If the label you enter does not exist, the app will prompt you to create a new label.

You add up to 5 labels to one attachment or document.

Removing labels from attachments
1. Open the issue with attachments which you want to remove labels from.
2. Hover over the attachment and click the

icon.

3. Delete one or multiple labels.

Filtering attachments by label
1. Above the list with attachments, locate the View labels box.
2. Select one or multiple labels to view attachments that has any of the selected labels.

3. The app will automatically filter attachments by label.

You can also click a specific label on the list with attachment to start filtration of attachments by label.

Grouping attachments by label
You can group attachments by labels (like by categories). The app saves the grouping option per project.
1. Open the issue.

2. Click the
icon.
3. Select Group by label. The app will group attachments by labels, as follows:

Grouping attachments by date
You can group attachments by dates. The app saves the grouping option per project.
1. Open the issue.

2. Click the
icon.
3. Select Group by date. The app will group attachments by upload dates, as follows:

Grouping attachments by uploader
You can group attachments by dates. The app saves the grouping option per project.
1. Open the issue.

2. Click the
icon.
3. Select Group by uploader. The app will group attachments by uploaders, as follows:

Managing bulk operations on attachments
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Open the issue with attachments.
Open the Smart Attachments section.
Select the attachments which you want to perform a bulk operation on.
Select the operation you want to perform.
Select labels you want to add or replace the existing labels with.
Confirm the operation.

Administering labels
1. Navigate to Jira administration > Apps.
2. Locate the Smart Attachments section and click Label management.
3. On the opened page, you can see the list of labels registered in your Jira Cloud instance.
You can edit the label names and delete the no longer needed labels.

Editing the label name
1.

1. Hover over the label name and click it.
2. Update the name.
3. Click the Confirm icon to save the updated name.

Picking a new color for labels
1. Click the color picker.
2. Select a new color.

Deleting a label
You can delete the no longer needed labels. The label is deleted for the entire Jira Cloud instance.
1. Locate the label you want to delete.
2. Click Delete.
3. Confirm the removal of the label.

Configuring the validator
You can create and configure a validator to check presence of attachments having a specific label. If not, the validator will disallow transition of the
issue to the following statuses, until a file with a specific label appears.
This can be used for situations when you perform the document review, so the task cannot be closed until an approved document appears.
1. Open the workflow which you want to add a validator into.

2. Select the transition where you want to add a validator.

3. Select Validators.
4. On the list with validators, click Add validator.

5. Select the Issue has attachments with labels validator.

6. Click Add.

7. Choose one or multiple labels for checking documents. The app uses the OR operator for validating the presence of labels.

8. Click Add.
9. Publish the workflow.

Searching for issues having attachments with a specific label
You can search for issues having attachments with a specific label. Please use the following JQL queries for this:
attachmentLabel = Approved - finds issues having attachments with the APPROVED label. The name of the label can be changed.
attachmentLabel IN ('Asset', 'Document') - finds issues having attachments with the ASSET or DOCUMENT label. The names of labels
can be changed.

